EXAMPLE TAPERED EXIT RAMP

EXAMPLE PARALLEL EXIT RAMP WITH OPTION LANE

EXAMPLE EXIT RAMP WITH LANE-DROP AND OPTION LANE

EXAMPLE AUXILIARY LANE BETWEEN CLOSELY SPACED INTERCHANGES
EXAMPLE TAPERED ENTRANCE RAMP

- Normal Yellow Solid Line
- Physical Core
- Theoretical Core
- Optional Normal White Dotted Line
- Normal White Solid Line
- Wide White Solid Line

EXAMPLE PARALLEL ENTRANCE RAMP

- Normal Yellow Solid Line
- Physical Core
- Theoretical Core
- Normal White Dotted Line
- Normal White Broken Line
- Wide White Solid Line

PAVEMENT MARKINGS ON TWO-WAY HIGHWAYS

- Centerline Position 1 (Yellow)
- Centerline Position 2 (Yellow)
- Paint Truck
- Travel Direction
- Highway Centerline
- Edge Line (White)

SEE NOTE NO. 10 AND PAINT TRUCK SETUP DETAIL